2018 PACKAGES + PRICING

Noir & Ink is a San Diego based
branding and web design studio.
What we do is simply this: Create jaw-dropping
visual branding for entrepreneurs who are ready to
dominate their market and transform their ideas into
successful products and services.

SERVICES WE OFFER
IDENTITY

DIGITAL

PRINT

VISUAL BRANDING

WEB DESIGN

MEDIA KITS

BRAND VOICE & MESSAGE

DIGITAL MARKETING

COLLATERAL

REBRANDING

SOCIAL MEDIA ASSETS

PACKAGING

CONSULTING

NEWSLETTER

PRINT ADVERTISEMENT

“

HERES’ WHAT THEY’RE SAYING

Before working with Noir & Ink, I struggled with
connecting my brand story and my brand image/
packaging. I worked with Myisha of Noir & Ink to
solidify my brand avatar and create an aesthetic
that matched my brand story. We created a brand
aesthetic that made sense for the luxury market
we were targeting. We redid my entire brand, from
the logo, labels, packaging inserts, and business
cards. Everything Noir & Ink did for us was
extremely luxurious and professional. After
working with Noir & Ink, I had a clear
understanding of my customer and a solid brand
image. My confidence in my brand grew and so did
my sales. I saw an exponential growth in my sales,
because not only was I more confident in going
after wholesale accounts, I also had a clear
understanding of who I was targeting. Noir & Ink
really knows the luxury market.

Ronni Wilson
So Posh Beauty

I was initially prompted to work with Noir & Ink
because of their “Style”. Everything looked very
high end and creative. Noir & Ink brought about a
fresh and reviving spirit with our new labels while
allowing us to compete with name brand
companies. Their now colorful, clean and presents
a positive image that represents our company well.

Toushonta Hogan
Scentsational Soaps

I had the best experience working with Myisha
during my rebrand. She took my ideas to greater
heights and made every necessary change to
ensure it was pleasing to us all. Her great listening
skills and feedback resulted in a final look that my
team and I are very proud to show off!

Candera Thompson
Bask & Bloom Essentials

brand alchemy

noun – \ˈbrand\ \ˈal-kə-mē\: the process of visually
transforming an ordinary brand into something
extraordinary, in a way that cannot be explained.

.01 SIGNATURE BRAND ALCHEMY
The visual foundation for your brand starts here! Discover your brand muse with this introductory package.
You’ll receive exclusive access to Brand Muse 101, our signature tool-kit, and together we’ll craft a visual
identity that speaks directly to your muse.
BRAND MUSE 101

MINI BRAND STYLE GUIDE

Our signature process that helps our clients identify
their specific customer in order to effectively target
their message and marketing efforts.

Includes color palette with RGB and CMYK color codes,
font names, sub-mark and pattern/ textures.

MOOD BOARD
Inspiration and color palette based on your brand
clarity worksheet and our Pinterest collaboration.

FINAL LOGO FILES
Include the following file formats: ai, eps, png, pdf, psd
and jpg (print and web versions).

LOGO DESIGN
Includes three custom mockups and three rounds of
revisions.

ALTERNATE LOGO
SUBMARK
COLOR PALETTE
PATTERN/ TEXTURE SELECTION

pricing $897+
PROCESS TIME : 3 - 6 WEEKS

.02 SIGNATURE BRAND ALCHEMY plus
By far our most popular package, this option oﬀers everything from Signature Brand Alchemy plus
branded collateral. Here, we combine everything we accomplished in the Signature service and bring your
visual brand to life — from your social media graphics to your thank you cards.
BRAND MUSE 101

MINI BRAND STYLE GUIDE

Our signature process that helps our clients identify
their specific customer in order to effectively target
their message and marketing efforts.

Includes color palette with RGB and CMYK color codes,
font names, sub-mark and pattern/ textures.

MOOD BOARD

BRANDED COLLATERAL

Inspiration and color palette based on your brand
clarity worksheet and our Pinterest collaboration.

BUSINESS CARD DESIGN

LOGO DESIGN

SOCIAL MEDIA COLLATERAL

Includes three custom mockups and three rounds of
revisions.

Facebook Avatar, Facebook Header, Instagram
Template

ALTERNATE LOGO
SUBMARK

POSTCARD / THANK YOU CARD DESIGN

FINAL LOGO FILES
Include the following file formats: ai, eps, png, pdf, psd
and jpg (print and web versions).

COLOR PALETTE
PATTERN/ TEXTURE SELECTION

pricing $1497+
PROCESS TIME : 4 - 6 WEEKS

In today’s information age of
marketing and web 2.0, a company’s

WEBSITE
is the key to their entire business.

Marcus Sheridan

.03 SIGNATURE one page WEBSITE
A great way to launch your brand’s online presence. It’s only one page but it packs a punch and
is a good fit for those just getting started.
ONE PAGE WEBSITE

UP TO 3 REVISIONS

Up to 5 sections

DOMAIN + HOSTING CONFIGURATION
SECTION LINK MENU
GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTEGRATION
LOGO + FAVICON INSTALLED
MOBILE RESPONSIVE
SOCIAL MEDIA ICONS + LINKS
NEWSLETTER SIGNUP THROUGHOUT

CLIENT MUST PROVIDE THEIR OWN DOMAIN AND HOSTING.
WE RECOMMEND
SITEGROUND OR BLUEHOST

MAIL CHIMP / MAILERLITE

CONTACT FORM
TRAINING VIDEO FOR UPDATING YOUR WEBSITE

pricing $1597+
PROCESS TIME : 4 - 8 WEEKS

.04 SIGNATURE WEBSITE plus
No brand is complete without an online presence. And a perfectly crafted website allows your business to
speak for itself. Let’s get your signature message or oﬀer in front of your brand muse.
5 PAGE WEBSITE

VIDEO, MP3 CAPABILITY

Up to page of your choice. About, customer service,
FAQ, Gallery, Testimonials, Press, Services, etc. We’ll
suggest pages that may be essential to your brand.

TRAINING VIDEO FOR UPDATING YOUR WEBSITE

STUNNING HOME PAGE GALLERY

UP TO 3 REVISIONS

We’ll design up to two (2) graphic images

SEARCH BAR
GOOGLE ANALYTICS INTEGRATION
LOGO + FAVICON INSTALLED
MOBILE RESPONSIVE

That means that your website will look great on mobile
devices and well as on your desktop and laptop.

CLIENT MUST PROVIDE THEIR OWN DOMAIN AND HOSTING.

SOCIAL MEDIA ICONS + LINKS
EMAIL NEWSLETTER INTEGRATION THROUGHOUT

SITEGROUND OR BLUEHOST

WE RECOMMEND

MAIL CHIMP / MAILERLITE

CONSISTENT FOOTER THROUGHOUT WEBSITE
CONTACT FORM

pricing $3597+
PROCESS TIME : 8 - 12 WEEKS

There are three responses
to a piece of design -

yes, no, and WOW!
Wow is the one to aim for.

Milton Glaser

.05 SIGNATURE PACKAGING & LABELS
At Noir & Ink we LOVE label and packaging design!
I mean really, how good is a great product without an even
more fabulous package to grab your customer’s attention?
You’ve probably tried the DIY route and now you’re ready
to scale, rebrand and simply have your products noticed by
boutique owners, buyers and your brand muse. Our
Signature Packaging & Label service is the perfect solution
for you.
3 LABELS / PACKAGE DESIGNS
We’ll design fab labels and packaging that speak directly to your
brand’s muse and screams grab me off the store shelves.

PACKAGING & BOTTLE SELECTION
We’ll help your select the perfect bottles and containers for your
product.

PRINTING
We’ll assist you with choosing the perfect vendor for your project.

pricing $1397+
PROCESS TIME : 4 - 6 WEEKS

.06 SIGNATURE COPYWRITING
Let’s face it, words sell. Branding starts with creating the
message and the why behind your brand. If you need help with
dotting your i’s and crossing your t’s this is the perfect option
for you!
Depending on where your mouse clicks the average webpage
has between 150 - 300 words . Let’s be sure that your message
is consistent no matter what page your muse lands on.
BRAND MUSE 101
Our signature process that helps our clients identify their specific
customer in order to effectively target their message and marketing
efforts.

MOOD BOARD
Inspiration and color palette based on your brand clarity worksheet and
our Pinterest collaboration.

1 -ON-1 CLARITY CALL
We dig into the who, why and what behind your business.

3 PAGES OF FINISHED COPY
We’ll work together to create the perfect message for your website,
ebook, etc. You select the pages!

PROCESS TIME : 2 - 3 WEEKS

starting at $1047+

“

HERES’ WHAT THEY’RE SAYING

When we finally decided to move forward with a
complete logo makeover for the practice I wasn’t
completely convinced that we needed a new look. As a
physician who’s been in practice for almost fifty years I
was worried that a new look would confuse our patients
and referring doctors. But, after some thought I agreed
to be open to understanding this new term “brand
identity” and what it could mean for us and our
organization.
Noir & Ink did a splendid job. My gave us a completely
new logo but managed to keep the essence of the old
one. Pure genius. And now, everything is new:
stationary, business cards, brochure design. We are
absolutely thrilled. Since our brand makeover we’ve had
several physicians ask us about the new look. I never
paid the logo and business cards much attention
before. But, I’ll admit it sure feels good to be the envy of
my colleagues.
Thank you Noir & Ink for bringing us up to speed.
Actually, I think we’re ahead of the pack and probably
setting the pace for our peers!

Dr. Gordon Montgomery
Precision Eye Care

I was initially prompted to work with Noir & Ink
because of their “Style”. Everything looked very
high end and creative. Noir & Ink brought about a
fresh and reviving spirit with our new labels while
allowing us to compete with name brand
companies. Their now colorful, clean and presents
a positive image that represents our company well.

Toushonta Hogan
Scentsational Soaps

I found Noir & Ink while scrolling through social
media, I ran across my friend Sexy Single Mommy’s
business cards and they where so professional and
clean I inquired about who did them. What I love
about my new website is that its eye catching ,
user friendly and not over informed. My business
has increased since the launch of my sites and the
response is outstanding.

Keshia Webb
Salon Blow

.03 A LA carte SERVICES
BUSINESS CARD DESIGN

$197

A LA CARTE LABEL DESIGN

$497

MARKETING POSTCARD

$247

E-FLYER

$147
$127

BROCHURE

STARTING AT $357

FACEBOOK / TWITTER HEADER

CATALOG

STARTING AT $547

INVITATION SUITE

STARTING AT $297

LINE SHEET

STARTING AT

$357

PRINT ADVERTISEMENT

STARTING AT $347

BOOK COVER

STARTING AT

$547

BANNER DESIGN

STARTING AT

$297

POSTER DESIGN

STARTING AT

$297

LETTERHEAD + ENVELOPE
E-BOOK DESIGN
Perfect for your ebook, opt-in or workbook
Includes:
• Design
• Up to 4 stock images
• Cover Design
• Up to 12 Pages
• Cover mockup

$347
STARTING AT $547

• All design include up to 2 version, 3 revisions
• Additional options available at additional cost.
• Additional revisions will be billed at our hourly rate
All prices listed are starting prices.
Please contact us to get a custom quote for your project.
Prices are subject to change.
DESIGN PRICING DOES NOT INCLUDE PRINT

LET’S CONNECT
NOIRANDINK.COM
NOIRANDINK

NOIRANDINK

HELLO@NOIRANDINK.COM

